Final report
Landscape scale project pipeline workshop
A collaborative effort by the
Three North East
Local Nature Partnerships and HLF
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1.0 Introduction
The North East Local Nature Partnership in collaboration with Northern Upland Chain & Tees Valley
Local Nature Partnerships and the Heritage Lottery Found (HLF) hosted a landscape scale pipeline
planning workshop on October 11th 2016. Heritage experts from across the North East attended to
guide a holistic approach to landscape scale project opportunities and development across the region.
There have been many successful landscape projects in the North East and there continues to be an
appetite for more however development and delivery of these projects also require significant
resources from project partners. Historically, local authorities have been important in providing this
resource, either as staff to develop the bid or by funding other organisations to do so however the
austerity measures local authorities have had to implement means less support is now available.
Despite these circumstances the need for enhancements to our landscape and natural heritage has
become even greater. Landscape proposals have generally been developed in isolation, as ideas
have occurred and opportunities and funding to support development became available. At times
there has been unintentional competition between North East projects for HLF Landscape Partnership
(LP) funds and while competition can have a positive effect on project quality, it is also sensible for
project development teams to have an awareness of LP project plans in other localities.
In the North East there is no shortage of project ideas and motivated delivery groups and to maintain
this enthusiasm and ensure it isn’t dampened by certain factors beyond our immediate control, a more
coordinated approach to project development/ delivery across the whole of the North East is needed.
Alongside this a ‘strategic investment sell’ to senior management and decision makers must be made
to guarantee that the modest levels of funding required for project development are made available.

2.0 The workshop
Objectives
1) Indentify the collective opportunities in the North East (The Borders, Northumberland, Tyne &
Wear, County Durham, and Teesside) for landscape scale projects and the feasibility of
project delivery and hosting.
2) Understand the biggest challenges to project development and delivery and propose creative
solutions.
3) Establish the role of the LNPs in Landscape Partnerships.
Outputs
1) Develop a landscape scale project pipeline to ensure the North East has the plans and
resources to submit quality landscape scale project bids each year for the next decade and to
outperform the rest of the UK in heritage landscape project delivery.
2) Produce a North East Landscape Projects investment leaflet to inform wider stakeholders and
senior decision makers of the value proposition of investing in project development and natural
heritage.
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Outcomes
1) Create an evaluation and review process for project schedule, development and delivery to
inform the decision making of those with financial influence and contribute to natural heritage
enhancements.
Structure
The final agenda was distributed in advance of the session and attendees were aware of the
interactive approach to the exercises1. Attendees’ expectations were noted at the start of the session
and the workshop was reviewed against these at the end of the day as a measure of success.

Workshop expectations


Clarity over LNP role in bringing forward projects



Understanding links between projects



New ideas



Reversing decline



Make connections with partners



Identify next steps



How can culture bring new perspectives?



Prioritising spend



Collective view on where best impact lies



Integration with other land uses



How this process supports growth



How do we monitor and evaluate

The workshop was structured around three areas with workshop activities for each:
a) Setting the scene - Understanding the rationale for the workshop, why local experts had
taken the time to attend and the challenges facing future project development.
b) The current picture – Reviewing a mapped version of past, present, future landscape
projects. What other data can support new project ideas e.g. various data sets: biodiversity,
climate change risk, priority areas (EA, Natural England). Identifying any missed opportunities.
c) Project development - Adding details to indentify future projects to produce project enquiries
for funders.

1
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Agenda can be found in the appendices

a)

Setting the scene – Challenges and solutions & workshop activity 1

Question: What do local experts believe to be the greatest challenges to landscape projects and what are the
possible creative solutions?
Overall group comments identified 8 challenge areas; natural heritage focus, the development process, access,
perception, resources, project lead, partnership and longevity. The most common challenges noted are in the
table below along with possible solutions suggest by each group.

Theme

Challenge

Solution

Natural heritage
focus

The low hanging fruit/easy wins have already
been harvested

The development
process

Natural heritage features can be diluted by other
HLF outcomes and built heritage
Often random process to how projects come
about

Look at opportunities in different landscapes
taking lessons from other projects such as
the more urban based partnership in
Barnsley

HLF process is too long

Access

Physical
o
Mental
o

Boundaries acting as barriers
Sustaining interest across the length
of time it takes to develop a project

Intelligence/Data
o
Insufficient sharing
o
Not focussed/specific on aims or goals
o
Not standardised
o
Outdated evidence used for funding
criteria
o
Greater understanding of what
various organisations are doing

Perception

Culture/cultural barriers and reality

Draw in Cultural perspective/need
Simplify stages/application and devolve LP
budgets to region (per capita)

Early engagement
Education ‘What is environment’? Not just
rural also urban/bring nature into populated
areas/change perception of urban and
urban/rural fringe
Demonstrate and capture the value of green
space
ERIC needs to have a louder voice, more coordination of data, not just focused on
species
Identification of evidence needs so that
research is fit for purpose and more open
data.
Educate funders
Look at dynamics in local communities and
how they understand their local
environment

Economic growth vs Environment growth
A disconnect between local community appetite
and strategic geographic need

Resource
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Initial seed funding

Understanding what is out there that can be
used/utilised by the local community
Meaningful engagement
North East Project Advisory Panel which
could identify funding opportunities, provide
secondments from different sectors,

communication, co-ordination, LNP input
Nature Conservation is a long term goal, but
funding is time limited
There’s been a reduction in the resources and
revenue available
Role of LNPs
Identifying a project lead
o
Developer often becomes deliverer
o
Need continuity
o
Traditional approaches/resources have
gone

HLF look to fund for longer periods of time

Partnership

Connecting partnerships with people so that
development is collective

Need seed funding to properly develop
partnerships

Longevity

Ongoing maintenance of the investment after
the project has finished
Short term nature of funding for long term
management (legacy)

Ensure projects are carefully designed to
consider legacy
Look at different models/research into those
that have worked

Project Lead
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Use projects to generate revenue
LNPs lead on strategy rather than delivery
Build in capacity for continuity into funding
mix

b)

The current picture – Review data and mapped projects and identify new
project opportunities & workshop activity 2

Question: Does using data and wider landscape scale project knowledge add weight to, inform or change
original project ideas?
Data included: Project maps, vulnerability to climate change and local priorities (EA and NE)

Key points


The urban rural fringe has a wide range of benefits



Lots of opportunities in the North of the Region



Are we creating more fragmentation?



Using additional data can support the need for a project sooner rather than
later

Project opportunities identified
The projects mapped below were identified through the workshop activity process, some had been previously
discussed, others are partner’s long term aspirations but there were also new ideas. In total 31 areas of
opportunity were identified. There is an excellent project pipeline opportunity for landscape scale projects in
the North East.
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North East of England landscape scale project proposals
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c) Project development – Creating a project enquiry & workshop activity 3
Attendees worked in groups to develop their projects further and with sufficient detail for the workshop team
to review and support the development of project enquiries.
Information was needed on project area/detail, size, funding needing and potential sources, options for
developing and hosting, associations and synergies to other projects, priority, likelihood of delivery and
timescale and partners potential problems.
Two examples of detailed project proposals workshop for Northumberland and Teesside can be found below.
These were worked up within the workshop.

1)

Northumberland Coalfield NIA/SE Northumberland Project
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A) Focus
 Network of sites within SE Northumberland of high ecological value – but currently not realising their
potential due to lack of resources
 Includes Local Nature Reserves, Country Parks, NWT Reserves, Colliery Reclamation Sites
 Aim is for sites to be brought into positive management for nature conservation outcomes
 There is the potential for strong links with the health sector – there is a large population with
significant health problems within the area
B) Aims
 Investing in existing nature conservation sites to enable them to fulfil their potential
 Strategic land acquisition to extend habitat and strengthen links
 Engaging local people, developing links between environmental and health/wellbeing sectors
 Capitalising on colliery subsidence – developing new sites for nature conservatio
C) Partners
NWT, NCC, NT, Groundwork, Northumberland Rivers Catchment Partnership, EA, Northumbrian Water
D) Delivery Lead and Host
NWT
E) Timescales
Project enquiry early 2017
F)




Sources of match funding
Developers
Health sector
Volunteer time

G) Scale of funding
£1-£2million
H) People Engagement
 Project will happen within an urban area
 Links with health and wellbeing sector
I)





Challenges
Community Involvement
Match funding
Selecting the right projects – more opportunities/need than can be delivered
Securing funding over a sufficiently long time period
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Northumberland coalfields overview - Selling the project proposal
What
 Links to Health and Wellbeing
 Flood risk
 Network of sites/ecology
Why
 Lack of management
 Ecological need
 Community benefit
Why now
 Why not?
 Legacy of sites declining

2)

Tees Estuary project proposal
1247.31 hectares (Teesmouth and Cleveland coast)

A) Project details and story





Background: Proposed extension to the SPA, River Tees Re-discovered, Industrial heritage, seize a
moment in time where there is a focus on this area and energy to do something.
Natural heritage priorities/ at risk the project focuses on: SPA species, seals, range of estuarine
habitats including; inter tidal, saltmarsh, wet grassland & open mosaic habitats, include the sea (12
miles out?) invasive species?
What will the project do – enhance, connect, educate: Nature as an asset to industry – encourage
future commercial investment. Tourism, community engagement with locally deprived areas.
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What will the project achieve overall: Raise profile; forward plan (developed from Tees Estuary Master
Plan), good news storey, potentially open access where none was there before.
How will the work of the project be sustained once the delivery phase is complete: Partners;
Teesmouth Partnership - already has high level business buy-in. North Tees Natural Network.
Teesmouth Field Centre, TVNP
Project legacy/ How will the value of the natural heritage be better understood and cared for by local
communities in the future: Better strategic planning for nature. Improved environment for
workers/future workers/nearly residents ownership/pride

B) Project partners in development and delivery
Tees Estuary Partnership (industry, INCA, TVNP steering grp members), Local history groups, cultural/arts
sector e.g. MIMA?
C) Development lead
Teesmouth Partnership member?


Funding source to support bid writing and how much Local Growth Fund; Coastal Communities Fund;
Tees Estuary Partnership partners?

D) Delivery lead and host
Could industry host? RSPB? Neither has hosted a LP before.


Does capacity exist to support back office needs of a project and how much support is needed?
Depends on host either of those suggested above - yes

E) Association and synergies to other projects
Coastal links, Seascape, RTR, Limestone Landscapes (ended May 2016), potential legacy of River Tees
Rediscovered.
F) Timescale – project enquiry/ development
Why now? Momentum pSPA/ Teesmouth Partnership. Outline dates: Stage 1 post management plan (09/17
predicted SPA classification). Stage 2 2019/20 post RTR project.
G) Total Project value


Match funding needed and what are the possible sources. Possible public & private

H) What makes or could make this project special
Diverse stakeholders e.g. Involvement of heavy industry & deprived coastal communities, diverse range of
habitats too!
I) How will the project engage a wider audience than usual
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Outreach, promotion, new audiences, cultural heritage, international links (international industries),
apprenticeship schemes.
J) The regional importance of this project and why
As it is based around an SPA, NNR, RSPB reserve it has national and European importance. The heavy industry
has international links – could be developed as a showcase/exemplar/case study
K) Challenges facing this project in development and delivery
 Public access to sensitive sites – commercially & ecologically
 Commercial sensitivities of businesses
 Challenge of engaging hard to reach communities?
 Heavy Industry buy-in? Not seen as an impediment to their activities.
L) Likelihood of development/ delivery in next 6/12/18/14 months
Post management plan could be the next positive phase of development – also the environment sector is
bringing in something positive to industry - both funding and opportunity to raise the positive profile of heavy
industry with its green credentials and engagement with the local community.
M) Other geographical areas to consider





Central Farmland Landscape Area
Darlington-Stockton railway (Tim’s idea??)
East Cleveland and north Yorkshire Coast industrial heritage
East Cleveland woodlands?

Contributors
Judy Powers RSPB judy.powers@rspb.org.uk
Christina Taylor RSPB christina.taylor@rspb.org.uk
Geoff Barber INCA geoff.barber@inca.uk.com
Chris Scaif Hartlepool BC Chris.Scaife@hartlepool.gov.uk
Tracy Hilton Redcar & Cleveland BC Tracy.Hilton@redcar-cleveland.gov.uk
Emily Cunningham, Durham Wildlife Trust, ecunningham@durhamwt.co.uk
Rob George for the Tees Rivers Trust
Emily Cunningham Seascape,
Glyn Bateman Natural England glyn.bateman@naturalengland.org.uk
Rachel Murtagh TVNP rmuartagh@teeswildlife.org.uk
Extra
Consider a joint approach of Landscape opportunity and ecosystem services. Could be particularly useful as:



The Tees Valley is a relatively small area (one of the smallest LNP areas in England) and doesn’t have
large defining landscape areas.
The proportion of urban to rural area is quite high. Large human population
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Socio-economic factors (areas of high deprivation). Health, access etc.
Tees Valley has a strong industrial/commercial identity. Natural capital and ecosystem services
approach could appeal – similar language
e.g. http://www.naturalcapitalsolutions.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Landscape-opportunityand-ES-mapping-in-SWP.pdf

Tees Estuary overview - Selling the project proposal
What


Hartlepool and Redcar
o Nature
o Industry
o Communities

Why
 Unique
 Industry Partners
Why now
 Change in SPA
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3.0 Project Pipeline
Following the workshop the project proposals were summarised into a pipeline. This was shared with all
attendees for comments and further input and then reviewed by the North East LNP Natural Environment
Group and other LNP representatives.
The following summary provides an overview of project potential and likelihood of development. It is clear
from this that there are potential landscape projects in the pipeline until 2019. Beyond this there is significant
potential for further delivery, however the majority of these projects are currently at an outline stage and
would require significant work to move towards delivery.
This pipeline will be reviewed annually by the 3 North East LNPs to ensure that it remains a current overview
of landscape delivery potential and allow partners to focus and align resources to ensure that there is the best
approach taken to achieve delivery. It is anticipated that during this process, some projects will be discounted
from the pipeline as delivery is unachievable whilst new ideas may be added as new opportunities are
presented.
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Partners

Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need
Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
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Living Wild at Kielder Forest
Existing project
Kielder Water and Forest Park Development Trust
Kielder Forest
Help people experience and learn about the area’s special animals and plants
through the development of ‘nature hubs’ and a year-round events and
activity programme.
Kielder Water and Forest Park Development Trust, Northumbrian Water, Forestry
Commission , Northumberland Wildlife Trust, Environment Agency,
Northumberland National Park Authority and Newcastle University.
2016£350,000
HLF
Wildlife trails will be created from Stonehaugh, Falstone and Greenhaugh villages
with support from the local community, while wildlife ambassadors and volunteers
will inspire and engage with visitors.
Work with businesses to increase the number of people taking part in wildlife
events and activities.
Improve visitor interpretation and support the long-term protection of the Park’s
wildlife, particularly at Bakethin Nature Reserve which provides an important
sanctuary for local plants, birds and other wildlife.
Improved visitor facilities at Kielder Salmon Centre
Creation of a new wildlife hide and visitor welcome point at Bakethin.
New nature trails around Kielder Castle, linking to Kielder Salmon Centre and a
new wildlife themed exhibition at Tower Knowe Visitor Centre.
High – currently funded

Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Partners

Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes
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Bright Water
Currently in development with first round funding
Durham Wildlife Trust
200km2
River Skerne Catchment
A landscape partnership focusing on the River Skerne catchment from Hurworth
Burn reservoir to South Park in Darlington. The project area includes the
communities of Great Aycliffe and Newton Aycliffe, Sedgefield, Bishop Middleham,
Fishburn, Heighington, Brafferton, Barmpton and Darlington. The vision is to reveal
a heritage of change and innovation, supporting opportunities to enhance and
enjoy the natural, built and farmed landscape, realising gifts for now and the
future, raising aspirations and inspiring communities.
To achieve this vision the partnership will aim to:
• Work to reveal the landscape of the past, showing how it has been shaped
by man over thousands of years
• Work with landowners, local communities and other partners to restore
and enhance key elements of the natural, built and cultural landscape
• Highlight the cultural heritage of the area, a story of innovation that has
shaped the modern world – from the birth of the railways to the Durham
Ox
• Provide opportunities for learning and training, ensuring the heritage of
the area is better known and conserved
• Enable more people to access the heritage of the landscape, helping to
improve health and well-being
 Provide new opportunities for businesses , making them more resilient in
the future
Durham Wildlife Trust, Durham Bird Club, Groundwork., Tees Rivers Trust, Durham
County Council, Darlington Borough Council, Environment Agency, Bishop
Middleham Parish Council, Highways England, Architectural and Archaeological
Society of Durham and Northumberland
Development 2016/17
Delivery 2018/2021
£3,500,000
HLF, EA
High levels of health, employment, income and education deprivation.
Rising groundwater levels, misconnection between local views of landscape type
and wetlands that are a naturally reoccurring feature
Unsympathetic management of historic features
Climate change
No support for volunteering groups
Ageing membership of specialist groups and lack of engagement of younger
communities in heritage
• River restoration, Farmland Habitat Improvement, Diffuse Pollution
Reduction, fenland, grassland habitat improvements
• Access hubs, pedestrian, cycle and equestrian routes. Village Atlases.
Volunteering,

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Partners

Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description
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• Land management and conservation skills training,
High - Currently in development
Phase 2 bid to be submitted in July
Revitalising Redesdale
Currently in development with first round funding
Natural England
347km2
River Rede catchment
A landscape partnership focusing on the Redesdale Valley. The scheme covers
nearly 1,600 hectares of the valley, with measures such as helping farmers to
reduce silt build up, pollution and riverbank erosion in the River Rede and 50
volunteers monitoring and tackling non-native invasive species. Built heritage will
also benefit from repairs and management plans for Scheduled Ancient
Monuments and listed buildings. Another aim will be to encourage some of the
thousands pass through to become visitors with an awareness and engagement
programme to tell the valley’s Borders frontier story. Residents and land managers
will receive training and new business opportunities will be developed.
Natural England, Otterburn, Elsdon, and Rochester with Byrness Parish Councils,
the Redesdale Society, Tyne Rivers Trust, Northumberland Wildlife Trust,
Environment Agency, Forestry Commission, Ministry of Defence, the Battlefields
Trust, and the Northumberland National Park.
Development 2016/17
Delivery 2018/2020
£1,800,000
HLF
Small population numbers
Limited economy
Overlooked landscape heritage
Diffuse pollution
Invasive species
River Rede Restoration and Enhancement of water quality, freshwater
pearl mussels and riparian habitats. Natural Habitats and Species
Protection including blanket bog and upland hay meadows
• Cycling and Walking Routes Improvements
• Growing Local Skills to support the enhancement of local natural and
cultural heritage
High - Currently in development
Phase 2 bid to be submitted in July
Tees-Swale Naturally Connected
Existing project
North Pennines AONB
535sqkm
Teesdale and Swaledale
Large scale habitat network project to support habitat restoration (peatland,
woodland, hay meadows etc.) and management through ‘High Nature Value

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need
Outcomes
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farming’.
Alongside large scale habitat restoration, the project will work to improve access
and environmental interpretation and provide new traineeships.
Yorkshire Dales National Park, North Pennines AONB, ??
2017-2022
£10,000,000
HLF
Yorkshire Dales NP
Teesdale and Swaledale lie at the heart of the most biodiverse part of the English
uplands. But their nationally-treasured landscapes - and those who farm and
manage them - face an uncertain future as we leave the EU. The project will
collaborate with farmers, landowners and environmental bodies to generate the
behaviour change that will sustain High Nature Value farming systems and
conserve, enhance, expand and connect habitats across Teesdale and Swaledale.
Habitats at risk – internationally important degraded peatland and upland hay
meadows; fragmented woodlands
Rural workforce is at risk, relationships between conservation professionals and
farmers are broken
Engaging young urban based communities with upland areas so that the landscape
continues to be valued by all.
improve access for users of all ages and abilities
restore upland hay meadows
improve ecological status of rivers
restore natural drainage on degraded peatland
create new native woodland
increase financial support to farmers and landowners.
High – application for stage 1 submitted to national in December
Application submitted, decision expected in June
Hadrian’s Way Pollinator
Successor to Buglife B-Lines project
Buglife
18km2
North Tyneside and Newcastle following the route of Hadrian's Wall
A project looking to restore and create a network of wildflower-rich areas across
from the west of Newcastle to the east coast at Tynemouth - along a corridor
around Hadrian’s Way. It will work on some sites within the mapped B-Lines, but
also create a route through the city itself. Some work will be on Local Wildlife
Sites, but others on parks, school ground etc. The work will be partially habitat
work, but also public engagement/awareness raising.
BugLife, North Tyneside Council, Newcastle Council
Initially hoped to start in 2017. Delayed until funding secured

Approaches made to HLF and NWL
Risk to pollinators through lack of flower-rich grasslands and increased
urbanisation within the project area.
The project will contribute to many of the targets and objectives of both the

Newcastle and North Tyneside Biodiversity Action Plan and Newcastle
City Council's Bee Strategy.
Newcastle and North Tyneside BAP ( Sections Bumblebees, Lowland grassland, and
Managed Urban Greenspace):
• ‘Promote retention or provision of suitable bumblebee nesting sites to
raise awareness of bee conservation and encouraging appropriate
planting’
• ‘Review Grass cutting regimes in parks and green spaces and look to
develop management beneficial to wildlife’
• ‘Promote wildlife friendly gardening in parks and create at least one
wildlife friendly area annually’
• ‘Raise awareness of the importance of parks and gardens and promote
native species in planting schemes’
Newcastle Bee strategy:
• ‘Raise awareness in the local community of bees and their declines’
• ‘To adapt the local environment to provide the right conditions for all
kinds of bees to increase’

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

• Public engagement and awareness raising activities
Low - applications submitted but so far not successful. Looking to other funding
sources
Look for alternative funding sources
North Yorkshire Jurassic Cliffscape Partnership
Currently in development with stage 1 LP application to be submitted 2017
Groundwork NE
151km2
Saltburn to Sandsend North Yorkshire including all of the settlements between the
coast and the A174.
Focusing on the Jurassic Coastline, unique and distinctive geology and how that
has influenced built, cultural and natural heritage as well as social and economic
development of the area since medieval times to present day.
Aims:
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To celebrate the unique and distinctive landscape of the area as a working
landscape
To conserve and celebrate the area’s rich resources – its geology,
archaeology and wildlife
To bring the heritage of the area to life in a fun, fascinating and engaging
way
To enhance the area’s destination offer so that it sustains existing and
attracts new visitors throughout the year
To ensure local businesses and social enterprises benefit from the
increased number of visitors so making the local economy increasingly
sustainable
To engage local communities in actively preserving and promoting the
landscape, resources and heritage of the North Yorkshire Jurassic

Cliffscape
Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes
Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Partners

Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need
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EA, R&C Council, N Yorks Council, Scarborough Council, Tees Wildlife Trust,
Yorkshire Wildlife Trust, National Park, National Trust,
Development 17-19
Delivery 20-24
?
Round 1 HLF LP being submitted in June 2017. Match being explored.
Higher than average levels of unemployment, lower levels of full time
employment. Higher than average rate of benefit claimants. Lower average wages.
Low levels of woodland cover restricted to fragmented gills and valleys.
Important coastal sites for non-breeding/overwintering birds.
Fragmented maritime grassland under threat from coastal erosion.
?
High - Currently in development
Phase 1 LP application to be submitted in Spring 2017
Seascapes
Currently in development with Stage 1 application to be submitted 2017
Heritage Coast Partnership / Durham Wildlife Trust
200km2
Seascape area (coast and seas) from South Shields to Seaton Carew
This project will establish a model for Seascape management for the limestone
coast and inshore waters between the rivers Tyne and Tees, using HLF and partner
funding.
The project will:
 Ensure that our seascape heritage will be researched and recorded,
understood,
• protected and be in a better condition and better managed than is
currently the case.
 Ensure that people will have learned about our seascape heritage and
developed
• skills in looking after, understanding and sharing these skills.
 Be a rewarding experience, encouraging a significant element of
volunteering and in particular ensuring that our professional partner
representatives are better equipped to manage the seascape
Marine Management Organisation, Durham Wildlife Trust, National Trust,
Northumbrian Water, Natural England, Environment Agency, North East Inshore
Fisheries and Conservation Authority, Durham County Council, Sunderland City
Council, South Tyneside Council, Hartlepool Council, Newcastle University,
Seasearch.
Development 2018/19 Delivery 2020/2022 (3 years)
£2,650,000
HLF


Much of our seascape heritage is hidden: the amazing mosaic of undersea
habitats strewn with shipwrecks is out of sight. The world beneath the













Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
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waves remains inaccessible for the vast majority of people.
Communities are not well connected to the seascape around them. These
barriers may be physical, e.g. the railway line and poor beach access, or
cultural, with historic industrial pressure blighting perceptions of the
coastline, amongst both local communities and visitors. This seascape is an
underexplored and undervalued resource.
This seascape has special qualities of national significance (natural,
cultural, industrial, wartime) but has been overlooked in comparison to
neighbouring areas that attract more obvious attention from media,
visitors, business and government, such as the Northumberland coast to
the north and the North Yorkshire coast to the south.
Our understanding of the marine environment is poor, with a paucity of
data hindering our ability to properly manage these biodiversity assets.
Although anecdotal evidence shows a trend of recovery in inshore waters,
our understanding remains poor.
The seabed off this coast forms one of the largest geographical gaps in
England’s network of Marine Protected Areas. Despite a unique geological
feature, the presence of numerous habitats and species of ecological
importance as well as signs of ecosystem recovery, the marine
environment remains unprotected.
Threats to built heritage assets– Eroding coastline, pill box assets are at
risk of being lost to the sea; urgent need to record these coastal
structures. No formally listed Heritage At Risk assets within the Seascape
catchment.
Threats to cultural heritage – huge industrial heritage within living memory
(shipbuilding, mining), need to be captured as oral histories; food heritage
to be explored, wartime (East Coast War Channels, shipwrecks).

1. Address the physical barriers to our undersea environment, using innovative
methods to bring the stories of our hidden heritage to life.
2. Work with coastal communities, sea users, landowners and other partners to
ensure our seascape heritage, whether natural, built or cultural, is better recorded,
interpreted and in better condition.
3. Tell the story of this dynamic coast, from geological, industrial, wartime and
cultural perspectives, revealing how it has shaped our coastal communities and set
the scene for the next exciting chapter.
4. Improve access gateways and opportunities, breaking down barriers and
allowing local communities to make full use of the seascape’s coastal and marine
assets.
5. Provide opportunities for learning, training and enjoyment, so that the heritage
of the area is better understood by all and engendering a stewardship of this
unique seascape.
High - Currently in development
Phase 1 LP application to be submitted in Spring 2017
Discovering the River Don
Currently in development, scoping in progress
Tyne Rivers Trust
43km2

Geography
Project description

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes
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River Don catchment
The River Don Partnership Project aims to address the various threats to the
landscape through:
• Bring together all relevant stakeholders to work in partnership.
• Develop a shared understanding of all the issues affecting the catchment.
• Facilitate communication between stakeholders across the catchment
• Develop a data sharing protocol which can be used to help stakeholders to better
understand the catchment and allow identification of opportunities.
• Agree a prioritisation approach to issues to allow them to be addressed in a
manageable way
• Promote joint working to develop cost beneficial solutions that address multiple
issues and meet multiple partner objectives, combining resources and expertise
Tyne Rivers Trust, Durham Wildlife Trust, South Tyneside Council, Sunderland
Council, Environment Agency, Gateshead Council, Northumbrian Water
Scoping and project development 2017, funding bid 2018?
<£2million
NWL, Environment Agency
History of varied land uses including heavy industry, agriculture and residential
development, and the river is designated as a Heavily Modified Water Body under
the Water Framework Directive (WFD). It received an overall ‘Poor’ classification in
the 2015 WFD assessment.
The river has been straightened, dredged and embanked in the name of
agricultural productivity. This has created shallower, slower flows, initiating silt
deposition and subsequently decreasing flood capacity. In combination with
dredging and straightening, this also has the effect of removing in-channel habitat
and increasing the speed of flood waters during high flows. There are also a
number of water quality issues such as sewage misconnections and diffuse
pollution.
• Improve the connectivity, diversity and quality of riparian and in-stream habitats,
creating a landscape scale ecological network.
• natural flood management and the creation of floodplain habitat.
• Remove or modify culverts where these act as a constraint to flows, thereby
reducing the flood risk to properties and infrastructure.
• implement surface water management through well designed SuDS that provide
multifunctional benefits
• return the heavily modified river corridor to a more natural condition through
the creation of new wetland habitats.
• Control invasive and non-native species
• Engage with land managers to encourage environmentally sensitive practices
• Reduce pollution impacts to improve water quality and support the waterbody to
reach Good Ecological Potential under WFD.
• Support implementation of WFD Mitigation Measures
• Engage with land owners and managers to address the problems of rural diffuse
pollution.
• Engage with residents and businesses to address surface water misconnections.
• Ameliorate the impact of contaminated post industrial land.
• Improve the resilience of the catchment to the predicted effects of climate
change, increasing the capacity of the river to manage the impacts of high flows (in
terms of water quality and quantity) and enhancing habitats to mitigate higher

water temperatures.
Communities
• Co-ordinate improvements in access to the river and wider catchment, opening
up new access points and pathways to reconnect local communities to the river,
enhancing health and wellbeing whilst avoiding potentially negative impacts on
biodiversity.
• Increase opportunities for education and engagement, allowing local
communities to learn about, enjoy and help protect the Don Catchment.
• Provide opportunities for volunteering and training to enable communities to
support our aims

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps

Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

• Realise the opportunities presented by large-scale built developments, with the
development of a green corridor along the river that includes the creation of flood
meadows and other appropriate habitats.
• Develop specific guidance for the construction of outfalls that promotes greener
engineering options
• Realise opportunities through strategic transport improvements to increase the
attenuation of surface water runoff and reduce sediment and pollution inputs to
the watercourse in highways runoff.
• Minimise the reduction in the ecological connectivity that occurs where
transport routes and waterbodies intersect. This can be achieved by retrofitting
features such as mammal shelves and by influencing the design of new transport
schemes.
• Promote the importance of water efficiency and pollution prevention to local
businesses, recognising and rewarding innovation and good practice.
• Identify opportunities to implement surface water management (including
retrofit SuDS) at business premises, using these to attenuate surface water flows
and reduce sediment and pollution inputs to waterbodies.
• Support businesses to recognise the importance of the Natural Capital (value of
the natural resources) of the River Don and its catchment in their everyday
operations.
High - Currently in development
Scoping report completed, project proposals being developed and funding being
secured
Twizell Burn Catchment Restoration Partnership
Existing partnership/area of priority
Groundwork/Wear Rivers Trust
20km2
Twizell Burn Catchment
The Twizell Burn starts near Annfield Plain and flows into the River Wear at
Chester - le Street. A GI Masterplan has been produced that a range of partners
signed up to this identifies opportunities to improve the burn and catchment as a
whole. 7 priority projects, were identified which involve improving the natural
environment including reed bed restoration, development of heritage trails,
habitat improvements, volunteering and community engagement, renewable
energy feasibility, deculverting/river restoration and SUD's.
The development work has been undertaken and discussions are being held to
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identify funding and priorities
Groundwork, Durham County Council, Wear Rivers Trust, Environment Agency
Ongoing since 2015

Environment Agency, Durham County Council, Stanley Town Council, Stanley AAP
and the Postcode Lottery all secured.
Remainder though HLF either through Our Heritage or Heritage Grants.
 Twizell Burn is a heavily modified water course and barriers to fisheries
improvement, where the channel has been straightened and culverted.
Intermittent sewage discharges has a big impact on the level of
invertebrates in the river and overall water quality.
 Contaminated land/run off from mine workings occurs throughout the
catchment.
 The burn flows through 6 of the most deprived wards in the UK.
 Climate change predicts an increase in future flood events and will require
a range of resilient solutions.


Improvements in diffuse pollution/enhance water quality/natural flood
management. Woodland, wetland and habitat restoration
 Increased and improved access. Education programmes on pollution and
misconnections
 Hydro-electrical generation. Biomass management
High - Some project delivery happening, further funding sought.
Development study completed, Living Waterways project secured funding, funding
of other elements being sought
South East Northumberland
Initial discussions have been held, needs further development work and some seed
funding
Groundwork NE
approx 155km2
South East Northumberland including the reclaimed pit heaps of Ashington,
Choppington, Lynemouth, Pegswood, Cresswell and Ellington
The SE Northumberland Coalfield is peppered with coal reclamation sites that have
obliterated the visual signs of more than a hundred years of one of the most
important coalfields of England that fuelled the industrial revolution and many
industrial innovations in the North. The influence of the coal industry, the old
workings and the related industries have disappeared at a rapid rate; in their place
are capped pit heaps with burgeoning woodlands, grasslands and wetlands. Many
of these sites are now 30 years old, mostly within public ownership
(Northumberland County Council) but are under-used, under-managed and not
widely understood or appreciated within the context of the industries that once
prevailed.
Northumberland County Council, Banks, all relevant local community groups,
LP round 1 bid 2018 - development work in process towards this.
£1-2 million

Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes
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HLF LP Fund with Banks, and other match.
 Includes some of the most deprived wards in England but they lie close to
the North Sea Coast and are adjacent to the Northumberland Coast Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
 Loss of historic ponds through land use change to agriculture and coal
mining. New ponds have been created but these have a narrower
biodiversity offer and are often impacted by non-native species. Surviving
old farms ponds are generally degraded.
 The wildlife spaces created through coalfield reclamation are at risk as
they are undermanaged and undervalued by local communities. There are
opportunities to expand these and link to local communities through
developments in the area.
 There is also the need to Enhance early mine restoration areas through
creation of hedgerows, woodlands, wetlands and better access and
recreation opportunities, to better integrate the sites into local landscape
patterns and improve their value for wildlife and people
 Improve reclaimed woodlands, wetlands and open grassland areas, further
engage community in reclamation works and transformation of sites into
accessible attractive wildlife area.
 Increase opportunities for volunteer engagement and activity
 Explore, understand and interpret the reclamation heritage of the SE
Northumberland Coalfield, including the undersea mining operation
High - Initial discussions have been held with Northumberland County Council and
other partners in the area
HLF - resilient heritage bid to fund the pre-development phase with match.
Strong link to Northumberland Coalfield NIA project, which covers a similar area.
Discussions as whether to combine projects are to be held.
Northumberland Coalfield NIA project - valuing nature, engagement led
Area is designated as an NIA which makes it a priority
Northumberland Wildlife Trust
408km2
Northumberland Coast from Amble to Whitley Bay and inland to Morpeth,
bordering Newcastle
• Primarily Nature Conservation
• Links to wellbeing and health
• Links to surface water management
NWT, NCC, NT, Groundwork, Northumberland Rivers Catchment Partnership, EA,
Northumbrian Water
Project enquiry 2018
£1-2 million
HLF, Developers, Health Sector, Volunteer Time
 Network of sites within SE Northumberland of high ecological value – but
currently not realising their potential due to lack of resources
 Includes Local Nature Reserves, Country Parks, NWT Reserves, Colliery
Reclamation Sites
 Aim is for sites to be brought into positive management for nature
conservation outcomes



Outcomes
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There is the potential for strong links with the health sector – there is a
large population with significant health problems within the area
• Investing in existing nature conservation sites to enable them to fulfil their
potential
• Strategic land acquisition to extend habitat and strengthen links
• Capitalising on colliery subsidence – developing new sites for nature
conservation
Improve access • Engaging local people, developing links between environmental
and health/wellbeing sectors
Medium – overlaps with SE Northumberland which has a lead organisation in
place. Maybe look to combine elements of the projects instead.
Discussions to take place with Groundwork over SE Northumberland project.
A1 Corridor
Outcome of workshop
Durham Wildlife Trust
210km2
Project area covered the A1 corridor between the Tyne & Tees – with a focus on
land not covered by past/current LPSs.
A1/East Coast Mainline viewed as physical barrier to
projects/people/partnerships/biodiversity. This will promote connectivity
between all of these areas; ‘Enhancing degraded, major communications corridor
in NE England’.
Highways Agency, Environment Agency, Natural England, DWT, Durham County
Council, Gateshead Council, Sunderland Council, Woodland Trust, Forestry
Commission, local industry, Local Access Forum, Network Rail, private landowners,
LEP, Tourism boards
2017-2019
£6 million
HLF, Highways England
The A1 and the East Coast main line both provide connectivity to people and
wildlife and act as barriers. Roadside verges are steadily becoming the more and
more important for our rarest plant species. There is the opportunity to work with
HE and Network Rail to connect and buffer these wildlife corridors, linking to
nearby Local Sites improving ecological networks within the area.
However these routes also act as a major barrier, restricting the range of different
species and can result in fatalities.
Opportunities; quarries, agricultural land, woodland, wetland, escarpment, urban
habitat. Green existing bridges – where most impact, woodland improvement,
habitat creation on derelict land, access using existing mineral lines/bridges,
reconnect fractured communities and re-establish links, enhance verges,
destination promotion. Environmental benefits of air quality and water
management.
Partners include communities – could adopt a plot. Keep it low maintenance,
industrial land, archaeology, transportation (beneficial for timber), Team Valley
Projects links, tributaries affected by A1, arts – Angel of the North.
Improve appearance of landscape for users, visitors & people travelling through
the area. Economic benefits of improved landscape.

Likelihood of
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Medium/Low - Highways England funding for biodiversity improvements ends in
2019 so does not align with a timescale to develop a Landscape Partnership.
Smaller piecemeal work maybe applied through HE funds.
HE funding guidelines shared with partners to establish potential for projects
Tyne Corridor - Blue City (Regions) Lower Tyne Tributaries Project
Outcome of workshop
Groundwork/Local Authorities
750km2
Tyne Corridor:
Tidal reach to the mouth of the river
Catchments of the tributaries
Framework for a series of bids/projects including:
• Stanley Burn
• Ouseburn
• Teams
• Derwent
• Any other similar tributaries
Highways Agency, Environment Agency, Natural England, DWT, Durham County
Council, Gateshead Council, Sunderland Council, Woodland Trust, Forestry
Commission, local industry, Local Access Forum, Network Rail, private landowners,
LEP, Tourism boards
Development 2019 for delivery 2020 onwards

Crowd sourcing, links to A1 improvements in Gateshead
Disconnect between the River Tyne and its tributaries
Important tidal and riverine habitats under threat from continued river
development e.g. mudflats and saltmarsh. Protection and enhancement of
saltmarsh in the context of increasing siltation and sea-level rise
Heavily modified waterways
Culverted streams in Newcastle
Lack of a single management approach
Poorly managed riverside open space e.g. MetroCentre
Development blocking access to river: Industrial waterfronts with no riverside
access and reluctance of housing developers to allow public riverside access
Urban development (waterside sites and bridges) restricting wildlife corridors
along watercourse banks
Balancing human use and wildlife needs (especially re bird disturbance)
River Team poor visually
Conflicts between users
Gaps in access links/Poor provision of longer routes for equestrian use
Under-used waterspace
Contaminated riverside sites and river sediments
Permeability of access routes and threats to users
Climate change – storm surges/flood risk
High levels of local deprivation and widespread disconnection from the river. There
is a need to provide a safer and more attractive physical environment, increasing
the confidence of local people to enjoy and engage with the river corridor.
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o Watercourses
o Riverside woodlands
o Grasslands
o Wetlands
o Inter-tidal
• Built/Cultural heritage
o Industrial – munitions/ship building/ mines
o People – culture/diversity
o Working river
o Regneration/rebirth
o Battle – Newburn Ford
• Connectivity
o Access to and along rivers
o Linking tributaries laterally/green routes
o Use of river
o Waggonways/tunnels
• Education/engagement
o Natural health
o Universities/colleges/schools
o Connecting GI – allowing people to access
o Perception
Medium/Low - elements of the framework are under development but the whole
project may not be achieved
Identify gaps in existing projects and look for linkages between. Establish a wider
Tyne corridor framework.
Ouseburn
Currently in development
Groundwork NE
65km2
Ouseburn catchment
Natural Environment focus:

River

Species/habitat improvement

Volunteering/community engagement

Wet woodlands

Engagement with landowners and local parish councillors carried out
EA, Groundwork, Tyne Rivers Trust, NE, NW
Project Board
2016-2018

Match funding in place – EA £200k. Approaching HLF for legacy funding
Water quality
Diffuse pollution
Invasive species
Litter
Bank erosion
Slow the flow of the river, through widening it at strategic points, sculpting areas
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of the river bank, altering meanders and installing silt traps.
Educating farmers and landowners about how to manage fertiliser and sediment
run off, which causes high levels of phosphorus in the river, this diminishes
invertebrate life and affects all aspects of river life.
High – funding from EA received, project underway.
An EOI has been submitted to HLF for some legacy work to the capital projects,
focussing on citizen science, volunteering and access improvement works. Further
discussions will take place on this.
River Gaunless for People and Wildlife
Currently in development? Funded
Wear Rivers Trust
80km2
River Gaunless
Catchment restoration project, encompassing natural, cultural and historical
heritage, with a strong emphasis on delivery through community engagement,
involvement and leadership and the provision of extensive volunteering and
training opportunities,
• D-list villages
o Living/recent memory
o Gaunless visitor centre
• Art
o Tie in to S&R bi-centenary 2025
o Coherence – heavy industry/railway
o Mason-Dixon Line (Jeremiah Dixon, born in Cockfield)
• Coal
• Capturing past resources
• Heart of empire – local pride
• Community forgotten
• Reminder – heart of technology
• Restoration through culture – future regeneration
• Raby Estate – landowner engagement
WRT, Groundwork, EA, Raby a key partner
2017
Original estimate £300-350k
£60k funded
HLF Our Heritage
The river suffers from the following issues:









River channel modification
Loss of natural wet land
Over grazing of grass, bank side and woodland, including by horses
Poaching on the river bank (areas of river bank that is heavily churned)
Sedimentation on the river bed (caused by bank erosion and poaching)
Fly tipping
Anti-social behaviour in terms of vandalism to fencing and trees
Possible pollution from rain water runoff from roads, agricultural land and
drains out fall.

Poor access to the river means that few people know about the Gaunless
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and where it enjoy its natural environment.
Outcomes

Two proposed community wildlife areas at Henknowle/South Church and at Oakley
Green, West Auckland, which will form the core of the project. These two sites will
be restored into fully functioning riparian flood plains through the establishment
of a supported management group for each site.
Site management groups will receive the training and support required to take on
a leadership role within their own communities to specify and deliver conservation
and restoration works on their respective sites using both professional contractors
and local volunteers.

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
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Estimated project
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Outcomes

Volunteer training will be specified and provided to manage and deliver a range of
environmental conservation tasks, eg in-river and bankside habitat works and
invasive non-native species (INNS) management; to participate in ecological
monitoring through a citizen science approach eg Riverfly, e-fish, water quality and
flow monitoring. The provision of training and volunteering opportunities, at a
range of levels including management, particularly for younger people will help
them to become more job-ready and build social cohesion in deprived areas.
High – currently part funded
Seek further funding to allow delivery of wider outcomes?
Tees Estuary
Outcome of workshop
Tees Valley LNP
168sqkm
Tees Estuary
Proposed extension to the SPA, River Tees Re-discovered, Industrial heritage, seize
a moment in time where there is a focus on this area and energy to do something.
Tees Estuary Partnership (industry, INCA, TVNP steering grp members), Local
history groups, cultural/arts sector e.g. MIMA?
Stage 1 post management plan (09/17 predicted SPA classification) 2019? Stage 2
2020/21 post RTR project.

HLF LP
Drivers: Water Quality, Tidal Surge, Major Development, SSI’s,
Climate change, SPA extension,
Natural heritage priorities/ at risk the project focuses on: SPA species, seals, range
of estuarine habitats including; inter tidal, saltmarsh, wet grassland & open mosaic
habitats, include the sea (12 miles out?) invasive species?
Nature as an asset to industry – encourage future commercial investment.
Tourism, community engagement with locally deprived areas.: Outreach,
promotion, new audiences, cultural heritage, international links (international
industries), apprenticeship schemes.
Raise profile; forward plan (developed from Tees Estuary Master Plan), good news
storey, potentially open access where none was there before. Better strategic
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planning for nature. Improved environment for workers/future workers/nearly
residents ownership/pride
Medium - Post management plan could be the next positive phase of development
– also the environment sector is bringing in something positive to industry - both
funding and opportunity to raise the positive profile of heavy industry with its
green credentials and engagement with the local community.
Development of stage 1 bid post predicted SPA classification
Durham City Riverside
Project information from Visit County Durham
Durham County Council
Durham City
Durham lacks a critical mass of attractions. The riverside in Durham City has huge
potential and is something which is nationally distinctive. Many visitors don’t go
along the river and there’s a disconnection not only for visitors, but also for
residents, those working in the city and students and between the river and the
rest of the city. The partners have been talking to a number of stakeholders and
are planning to bring everyone together to tease out priorities.
Durham County Council, Visit County Durham
2018?

Focuses on both the heritage and nature of the riverside.
High – a consultant has been appointed to scope the options on the river and bring
key stakeholders together

Upper Wear
Highlighted in workshop as potential
NEENP and NUCLNP
130km2
Upper Wear Catchment
The EA have got circa £2.6million for natural flood management on the Upper
Wear, so there is potential for this to be used as match funding on the River Wear.
This funding is for leaky dams/dead trees etc.
EA, DCC, DWT, WRT
2018

Medium/Low – Timescales for EA funding don’t align with time needed to develop
a wider project. Deadline for EA funding May 2017.
Joint meeting between NELNP and NUCLNP to discuss potential project
development
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Team Valley
Gateshead Council
Gateshead Council
26km2
River Team Catchment
Team Valley – and Lamesley Pastures in particular. There is potential for flood
alleviation and habitat creation linked with protecting the trading estate. There are
also real opportunities to deliver associated with the A1 realignment and new
bridge across the railway. The Team Estuary is heavily industrialised but presents
opportunities for improvement
Durham Wildlife Trust, EA, Gateshead Council, Durham County Council, NWL,
Highways England
2019
£500,000-£1,000,000
EU funding, Highways England, EA, NWL
Habitat creation for flood alleviation, protection of Team Valley Trading Estate.
Currently significant risks of surface water flooding.
The River Team fails WFD for invertebrates, ammonia and phosphate.
There are significant incidents of pollution of the banks by industrial rubbish in
some areas.
Large-scale restoration of riverside flood meadows between the A1 and High
Urpeth, bringing combined biodiversity, landscape and flood management
benefits, and providing managed public access in areas where little currently
exists.
This includes an area of functional floodplain. Increased vegetation density and
meander restoration has the potential to attenuate floodwater providing an
opportunity to reduce flood risk in the TVTE downstream. This would also help to
offset peak flows due to climate change.
Benefits would be increased access to open green spaces for people working in
and visiting the Team Valley, provision of a more continuous wildlife corridor
through this industrial and retail area and water quality improvement.
High – a Gateshead Council and Durham County Council priority. Links to A1
upgrade have raised this as a priority
Further discussions and project development
Gateshead Nature Network
Gateshead Council
Gateshead Council
30km2
East Gateshead with links to South Tyneside
Principally based around the Wildlife Corridor network around Wardley Manor
Forest Park although there is crossover between this and strategic multi-functional
access routes incl. the Bowes Railway Path, Keelman’s Way, Dilley Line and
Tanfield Railway Path, linking other sites, notably Windy Nook Nature Park, the
Kittiwake Tower and Hebburn Riverside Park in South Tyneside. Would also
include Team Colliery LWS, Whitehills LWS, Saltmeadows Riverside, Friars Goose,
Felling Shore, and Bill Quay Riverside.
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Durham Wildlife Trust, Woodland Trust, NWL, Port of Tyne, South Tyneside,
Sunderland and Durham Councils. The Land Trust is also a possibility – it has taken
on ‘difficult’ sites, and already owns a community woodland on reclaimed land in
nearby Monkton in South Tyneside, with Groundwork community engagement.

Linking sites with s106 money, could also be potential for investment by Highways
England for work on species rich grassland
Bowes Railway path is at risk and vulnerable to vandalism.
Plenty of scope for multi-functional project, across the full range of ‘heritage’,
including the Scheduled Ancient Monuments of Wardley Moated Manor and the
Bowes.
Medium – some funding could be secured through s106

Waggonways to wildlife
Gateshead Council
Gateshead Council

Tyneside has a significant early railway and waggonway heritage and the survival
of these old transport routes comprising disused mineral railway lines,
waggonways and also other ancient transport routes including byways are
important historical and cultural features in the landscape.
Many of the routes are now important green infrastructure routes and link
together existing and potentially new wildlife sites in a network which affords
opportunities for sustainable travel and the possibility of improving health and
wellbeing.
This project would entail involving communities in the ecological, archaeological
and historical recording of these routes, their features, archaeological and
ecological significance.
Durham Wildlife Trust, Groundwork NE

In terms of the ecology of the sites less is known about their importance as both
wildlife corridors and existing fragments of pre-industrial habitats.
The Bowes Railway Line for instance is designated as a Local Wildlife Site for over
6km. In addition to retaining remnants of early heathland, grassland, woodland
and wetland it also supports communities of species that are particularly
associated with old structures on mineral lines in the area. Despite this there has
been little or no work to assess the importance of these structures and to conserve
them for biodiversity.
Works could be carried out to improve access and nature conservation, interpret
the area and signpost the community to wildlife sites accessible along and via the
wider network. However this work would need to be carried out in a sympathetic
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manner to ensure that the archaeological and ecological resource is enhanced and
conserved.
Medium/Low- highlighted by Gateshead Council as a potential project but no
partnership or development work undertaken to date

Newburn Ford Battlefield - Straddling the River Tyne
Gateshead Council
Gateshead Council

The registered battlefield straddles the River Tyne at Ryton (Gateshead) and
Newburn (Newcastle), linking these two settlements across the river. The
battlefield marks the location of the 1640 Battle of Newburn, the only battle of the
Second Bishops’ War prompted by King Charles I’s attempt to impose a new prayer
book on the Scots. It covers a large area on both the north and south banks of the
River Tyne and is owned by a variety of individuals and organisations including
households, smallholdings, farmers, national utility companies and local
authorities. The boundaries of the Registered Battlefield include the Scottish camp
and artillery positions on the north bank of the River Tyne and the English
defensive earthworks. Parts of the settlements of Ryton and Stella on the south
bank, through which the English retreated, are also included in the Registered
Battlefield.
The Battlefield Trust would be willing to work with any such project on
interpretation and education aspects relating to the battle itself and has already
established links with a number of schools for this purpose. Gateshead Council,
Newcastle Council. The planning aspects of understanding and managing the
battlefield are being dealt with by a project led by Historic England to produce
planning guidance.
?

The battlefield, and all that falls within it, has been declared to be at risk by
Historic England. Although the area has been heavily industrialised and the
landscape is profoundly different to the landscape of 1640, it is still possible to
understand the topography and the course of the battle, which took place over
pasture and woods, much of which still remains today. Unfortunately a lack of
understanding about the battlefield has made it difficult to prevent encroachment
by piecemeal, large scale development, unsympathetic work that does not require
planning permission, and neglect. A better understanding of the nature of the
significance of the battlefield, and how this is distributed across the site, is
therefore key to the future conservation of the battlefield.
An outline action plan has been agreed between Historic England, the local
authorities and the Battlefields Trust.
For example, the battlefield includes various wildlife sites including Ryton Willows,
and much is not known or presented through interpretation, about the
archaeology of the site.
The project would entail involving the local and wider communities in the
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understanding of, protection and enhancement of, and interpretation of the
Battlefield in its widest sense, including archaeology and ecology, investigating,
recording, and managing these resources for the enjoyment of this and future
generations. Works could be carried out to improve access, nature conservation,
archaeological investigation and recording, and to interpret the area. Increasing
understanding, and raising the profile of the Battlefield will protect it from being at
risk once more in the future.
Medium /low – outline action plan agreed but no funding in place yet

Wear Valley Gorges
Outcome of workshop
Durham Wildlife Trust
79km2
River Wear Spennymoor to Sunderland
Project to celebrate the heritage of the River Wear, using this as an opportunity to
improve habitat quality, and connectivity and open up areas of the river to
improved public access.
The landscape around the Tyne and Wear Lowlands has been heavily influenced by
coal mining and heavy industry. In such a heavily affected landscape, woodland
cover overall is low, but with some exceptions. The incised valleys of the river
Wear and its tributaries are generally very well-wooded, with semi-natural oak or
oak-birch woodlands in denes and on steep bluffs. The River Wear has a wealth of
historic and natural assets and the gorge provides the principal element of the high
quality landscape setting of Durham World Heritage site. However many of these
woodlands are in unfavourable condition.
The Wear Valley Gorges are also part of a major north-south communications
route the valleys contain many river and valley crossings - bridges from many
different periods cross the rivers and railway viaducts span the denes and gorges.
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The landscape is intimate and enclosed being both heavily wooded and contained
by its topography.
Wear Rivers Trust, Groundwork North East, Durham County Council, Forestry
Commission

Unfavourable condition of important wildlife sites.
Habitat management to strengthen ecological networks
More indigenous wildlife and ecological river habitats created to improve water
quality and biodiversity
Giant Hogweed, and other invasive species where possible, is controlled &
managed in the lower Wear for the purposes of public safety and biodiversity.
Reconnection of communities to their local river environment and enable them to
access and enjoy the river Wear
Low – currently no lead to take forward
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Stockton/Darlington/Shildon
Highlighted in workshop as potential
Friends of Stockton and Darlington railway
Stockton/Darlington/Shildon
A partnership of organisations is planning various activities associated with the
Bicentenary of the opening of the line in 2025. There may be scope to widen their
remit to include some natural heritage improvements within the project.
Darlington Borough Council, Stockton Borough Council and Durham County
Council, National Railway Museum
2025

HLF
There is large scale level of survival of original trackbed (half remains in use) and
some associated buildings including the three S&DR inns that were to become the
prototype for a station.
However there have been losses and the surviving remains of the trackbed and
associated structures are not adequately protected through designation or the
planning process. Many are suffering from a lack of maintenance.
There are opportunities for heritage led regeneration along the line which through
enhanced access, community events, improved conservation and management,
can create an asset twenty-six miles long through areas of low economic output
which will encourage visitors from across the world to explore the embryonic days
of the modern railway.

Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
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•
Further work to enhance access to the line, or to land nearby where the
line is live, and so create a 26-mile-long linear route suitable for walkers and if
possible cyclists and horse riders..
•
A programme of conservation works so that historic structures associated
with the S&DR are in good repair
•
A programme of archaeological recording of S&DR boundaries to help
prioritise their conservation and the appropriate methods to be used.
•
An interpretation plan so that an S&DR identity is established along the
whole line and its associated features to tell the story in a coherent and integrated
fashion.
•
Development of community involvement and volunteering in research and
conservation, e.g community group/school adoption of stretches of the monument
to study and conserve.
Medium – the partnership is established and is developing an action plan.
Identifying potential natural heritage links to this work has to be made.
River Till catchment & Results based A/E whole farm/estate wide around River Till
catchment
Outcomes of workshop
Tweed Forum

Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

River Till catchment
The River Till and its main tributaries the Bowmont-Glen, Breamish and Wooler
Water are of high conservation and ecological importance. The river has a high
ecological diversity which reflects the mixed geology of the catchment. About
130km of these rivers is designated as SSSI and as a Special Area of Conservation
(SAC). The 'condition' of these designated rivers is not as it should be. Using
national criteria, the SSSI is classed as being in 'unfavourable condition'; in some
areas the condition is 'declining'. The principal reason for the SSSI being in
unfavourable condition is the physical state of the river channel.
Tweed Forum, Environment Agency and Natural England.
Building on the 2014-17 project?

Climate change
Diffuse pollution
Invasive species
Physical modification
Water abstraction
Erosion management

Outcomes
Likelihood of
development
Next Steps

?

Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Druridge Bay
Highlighted in workshop as potential
Northumberland Wildlife Trust
55km2
Druridge Bay
Creation of a connected mosaic of healthy habitats through Druridge Bay and,
ultimately, a thriving landscape, rich in biodiversity, and well used by local people
and visitors, forming part of the regeneration of the area through enhanced green
networks.

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
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Medium – partnership already exists, previously delivery River Till restoration
strategy

2018

Banks Group
Increased coastal erosion and the effects of climate change, including sea level rise
and inundation. Important sand dune habitat is at risk.
Effects of proposed opencast mine.
Creation of new habitats further inland as those on the coast
Change.
Improving access for people, encouraging green tourism, providing health benefits,
volunteering opportunities, skills training and environmental education.
Medium – Dynamic Druridge Bay already funded, further habitat works linked to
proposed opencast mine

Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Cheviot Forests
Outcome of workshop
Forestry Commission
120km2
Uswayford and Kidland Forests are located within the Cheviot Hills north of the
village of Alwinton within the Northumberland National Park
Protect restore and extend native woodland cover to improve habitat connectivity,
enhance landscape value, improve water quality and soil erosion and to help
combat climate change. Improve public enjoyment and understanding of the
landscape, enabling people to learn more about its biological, geological and
archaeological assets while managing visitor pressure to conserve the highly
valued tranquillity and protect the extensive semi-natural habitats. Support
existing red squirrel populations through the management of the population
across both forests.
Forestry Commission, Northumberland National Park, Northumberland Wildlife
Trust
2018-2028

Forestry Commission – cheviots forest plan
There is a theoretical capacity of between 60-80 squirrels on the FC managed area
of Kidland. The actual population varies widely in response to annual food supply
and based on densities of cones stripped by squirrels in autumn 2013, which was a
poor seed year, the present population is estimated in the range 10-23. So the
forest is not meeting its full population capacity.
Climate change
Red squirrels under further threats from extinction, loss of small or isolated
habitats, and continued decline of biodiversity in fragmented habitats such as
woodlands.
Summer droughts drying vulnerable soils such as peat and wetland habitats,
causing increased risk and severity of wildfires and oxidisation and loss of peat.
This combined with heavy rainfall events could lead to significant increases in
erosion and run-off.
Increased ‘flashiness’ and volume of flows within all river catchments with
potential for more frequent winter flooding and summer drought , exacerbating
issues with over-abstraction, diffuse pollution and sedimentation.
Wetter weather causing further enhancement of broadleaf woodland to wet
woodland and an increase in bracken encroachment with warmer summers.
The principle commercial species is Sitka spruce, which is predicted to be less
suitable beyond 2080 under climate changes. There is the opportunity to diversify
the range of species and age class distribution which will contribute to future
resilience to a changing climate, pests and disease, improve their appearance in
the landscape, help to sustain the red squirrel population and make the forests
more attractive to visitors.
It is likely that visitor numbers will continue to increase, with potential benefits for
the local economy, but putting further pressure on habitats and infrastructure,
with increased risks of footpath/bridleway erosion, demand for car parks and
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signage, damage to vegetation and wildfires.
Access to Uswayford is poor; it is not dedicated to open access and restricted to
PROW.
Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need
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Habitat enhancement opportunities include the creation of riparian
habitat along river and stream corridors to create dappled shade for spawning fish
and low density open woodland planting along forest margins.

Management of Kidland and Uswayford as a single red squirrel reserve to
increase robustness of future populations across both forests.

Improving access to and providing imaginative interpretation of key
geological and archaeological sites to improve people’s appreciation and
enjoyment of the area and strengthen their connections with the landscape.
Encourage the use of these resources for education and research.

Encouraging voluntary groups and local people to help with monitoring
wildlife and detecting the impacts of climate change.

Supporting farmers, craftspeople and other primary industries to make
and market high-quality products that reflect local identity, bringing socioeconomic benefits to local communities.

Promoting, protecting, managing and enhancing the extensive network of
public rights of way, creating more links to the Pennine Way, St Cuthbert’s Way
and open access land, improving signage, parking and other facilities where
appropriate.
High – FC will deliver cheviots forest plan. There may be opportunities to link wider
heritage outcomes to this over its 10 year delivery timescale.

Raby Castle area
Outcome of workshop
Durham County Council
Landscape around Raby Castle – current gap in delivery of previous landscape
projects
The area is notable for its great estates, which have had significant impact on the
physical landscape: whether through the presence of great houses and parks,
clearance of settlements, or distinctive buildings and field patterns. Raby Castle is
on Historic England’s Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest.
Raby Castle Estate, Durham Wildlife Trust, Durham County Council

The landscape includes areas of Ancient semi natural Woodland, Veteran trees,
Other Broad leaved Woodland, Native Hedgerows, and Wood Pasture which are all
priority habitats. However there are substantial gaps in the woodland network
outside the fairly well connected riparian corridors of woodland along the Tees and
localised areas of heavily wooded estate landscapes, and many woods have been
re-stocked which can affect their value as networks for some species, as can their
generally small scale. The overall pattern of habitat distribution closely reflects the
topography, with most woodland habitats found along the incised corridors or

rivers and streams separated by extensive areas of agricultural land.
Public rights of way are relatively sparse over much of the area and largely absent
from some estate landscapes.

Outcomes

The grounds of the castle incorporate the remains of a deserted medieval village,
thought to be located beneath the stable block5 and evidence of medieval
ploughing in the form of ridge and furrow can be seen throughout the parkland.
Woodland
Greater access

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps

Low – currently no lead to take forward

Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Cross border catchments in Borderlands
Highlighted in workshop
Northumberland National Park

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes
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The cross border upland areas of Northern England and Southern Scotland.
Border Uplands Demonstrator
Natural Flood Management work and a range of other landscape scale
programmes.
Tweed Forum, North Pennines AONB
2017 development

The area faces all of the challenges that typify remote upland communities and
encompasses a huge wealth of natural capital and cultural assets. The area has:

a largely land-based local economy built on farming, land management,
forestry and tourism, allied to an important cultural sector and a proliferation of
micro-enterprises

communities which demonstrate high indices of need and that have great
commonality in terms of their economic circumstances and their access to facilities
and services

a common suite of important upland species, habitats and ecosystem
goods and services (environmental cohesion)

a common set of upland agricultural and land management issues
Landscape-scale programmes under the Border Uplands Demonstrator Initiative:

natural flood management – reducing impact of flooding

peatland restoration

environment land management – working with landowners and managers
to deliver outcomes for biodiversity, flood management and other ecosystem
services

woodland management and creation

enhance condition of upland soils

education programme

Links between upland land management & ecosystem services with

communities & businesses downstream

Community Wellbeing & Access to services

Improve the cultural & natural heritage tourism offer building on the
distinctive landscapes, geology, history & culture
-based economy where the management of a high
quality, healthy, resilient natural environment and a rich cultural heritage underpin
the area’s sustainable development and are at the heart of what people value
about the places they live, work and visit.

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

and environmentally sustainable area, that has access to communications, services
and a thriving visitor economy.
High – already underway
Ultimately will result in delivery of 2-3 exemplar projects
Corridor linkages of fragmented areas around Lanchester
Outcome of workshop
Durham County Council/Durham Wildlife Trust
Lanchester Enclosures - the area from Lanchester to Salters Gate.
This project was initially deemed a priority for the Derwent Valley and Pennine
Fringe Integrated Biodiversity Area. With the development of the Land of Oak and
Iron LP to the north of this area, the remaining priorities have been deferred until
now.
One priority was to expand and restore lowland heathland, lowland meadows and
lowland dry acid grassland as part of larger grassland/woodland/wetland mosaics.
Several remaining fragments of these habitats are found within roadside verges,
and a roadside verge survey was conducted in 2011 to assess the condition of
these.
Natural England, Lanchester wildlife group

Increased levels of management are needed urgently on almost all BAP verges
(2011 assessment)
The Saltersgate verges stood out by virtue of their extent, quality, and populations
of uncommon species. Substantial scrub removal and extension of the mowing /
swiping regime are needed. These verges constitute a resource which could
contribute substantially to habitat restoration schemes elsewhere through the
provision of green hay or seed crops, as well as standing in their own right as a
significant pillar of biodiversity on the Pennine fringe in central Durham.
Many parcels have the efficiency of potential management work compromised by
ditches, making access by machinery difficult.
A substantial amount of verge cutting is taking place by private individuals at their
own expense for reasons of ‘neatness’.
Verges with high populations of Viola spp, are of potential importance in the
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Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

conservation of Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary.
Extension of cutting of verges
Improved quality of habitat
Connection and buffering of habitat
Low – currently no lead to take forward

Cross catchment metal mine project and invasive plant control in North Pennines
Outcome of workshop
North Pennines AONB

The geology of the North Pennines means that there are already naturally elevated
levels of metals in the rivers. Long abandoned metal mine sites of the North
Pennines are the cause of significant pollution in watercourses.
Sites are also ecologically and historically interesting, with mines designated as
Scheduled Ancient Monuments, and many locations along these rivers in the area
designated as Sites of Special Scientific Interest for their unique communities of
plants, lichens and mosses which have adapted to the metal contamination.

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need
Outcomes
Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description
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Environment Agency and Coal Authority currently consulting on mine water
treatment schemes on River Nent and South Tyne – potential to link into this work
Environment Agency, Coal Authority, Wear Rivers Trust, Northern Mine Research
Society

Pollution from abandoned mines

Low? – currently no lead to take forward

People and woodland - connect ironstone and geology in Redcar and Cleveland
area
Outcome of workshop
Tees Valley RIGS?
245km2
Eston Hills
The rocks which form the Eston Hills have been an important resource in the
economic development of Teesside. The Clevland Ironstone Formation was
quarried in 1850, extracting 4000 tonnes in the first year, by 1856 it was 560,000
tonnes. 63 million tonnes were extracted using hand drilling between 1850 and
1949. However although the geology of the area influenced land use and the
growth of Teeside the knowledge about this and appreciation of the link between
the land and urban growth has been lost.





Partners

Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Conserve sites of ironstone and geodiversity interest.
Educate local communities on the important of these features
Raise geodiversity interest

There are 22 RIGS within the area.
Tees Valley RIGS, Tees Valley Wildlife Trust, Redcar and Cleveland Council, Natural
England, Cleveland Industrial Archaeology Society, Tees Archaeology, North East
Geological Society, North East Yorkshire Geology Trust

The geology of the area is not well understood, and often perceived as boring. Bad
explanations often put people off. Reaching wider audiences is difficult.
Although there are RIGS designated without correct management they may end up
being lost or damaged. For some sites change is inevitable and necessary as
erosional processes take place. For such evolving sites, monitoring is the only
course of action. For others the features of importance could be overgrown or
overlooked. Many sites have a biodiversity or archaeological importance and
linking management plans for geodiversity to the biodiversity and archaeological
importance of a site enhances the understanding and enjoyment of it.
Current factors affecting RIGS:
– changing sea level.
scaping.

Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description
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.
Regular walks with a geological theme.
Local Schools encouraged to look at geology through school visits and field trips.
local artists link geology, art and photography to help sites be interpreted in many
different ways.
Displays, exhibitions and geologically themed activities promote that idea that
geology is relevant and fun.
Low – currently no lead to take forward

Pont - Blyth restoration
Highlighted in workshop
Northumberland Rivers Trust

Survey results for the River Pont and Blyth system in Northumberland have shown
many areas of the catchment currently hold lower densities of fish and
invertebrates than should be expected. Consequently, many areas fail to meet
standards set under the Water Framework Directive (WFD).

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description
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There have been historic changes to the catchment (farming, priorities, machinery,
techniques, attitudes environment), community focus on this element
Environment Agency, Northumberland Wildlife Trust, Blagdon Estate
2019

EA? HLF?
Issues include over-grazing, bank erosion, barriers to fish migration and lack of
aerial cover that could be contributing to the WFD failure.
Much of the catchment is subject to significant straightening and dredging, which
has left the channel over deep and lacking in natural bed substrate, with little
opportunity for spawning (above). Other significant issues encountered include
excessive sedimentation of the watercourse and barriers to fish migration, with
two significant barriers towards the lower end of the catchment limiting the
upstream migration of both river resident and migratory fish stocks.
Previous de-silt and straightening work has resulted in deep channels with little
habitat.
Fish passage issues.
The Pont Transfer drinking water abstraction.
Sediment from farming activities and from eroding banks.
Little community access upstream of the A1
Important farming area, so improvements need to be pragmatic.
Not realistic to deliver wide-scale 're-meandering'.
Lack of spawning gravel is a key issue, but if introduced, it needs to stay put and
not silt up.
The Pont transfer is a strategic local asset.
Signal and native crayfish.
In-channel and bank-side improvements
Natural flood management
Fish pass or weir breach
Pont source pollution resolved
Community involvement – sustainable legacy
Engagement and demonstration activities.
Medium – NRT applying for RH to facilitate Landscape Partnership

Northumberland Sandstone hills archaeological landscape project - Rothbury to
Wooler
Highlighted in workshop
388km2
Rothbury to Wooler area
The Northumberland Sandstone Hills contain a variety of prehistoric sites including
‘cup and ring’ marked rocks and iron-age hill forts, which together form some of
the most interesting archaeological landscapes in England. The extensive medieval
remains including deserted villages, ridge-and-furrow cultivation patterns and
bastles, and the Roman roads of Dere Street and the Devil’s Causeway with their
associated marching camps and forts also contribute to the complexity of the
historic landscape. Deserted medieval settlements and earlier monuments are

concentrated in the moorlands, although they are also found across the farmed
landscapes of this area.
Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes
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Challenges in the area include continued land management which enables the
restoration and enhancement of important habitats such as heath, blanket bog,
broadleaved woodland and juniper scrub, and which improves water quality and
groundwater recharge. The demands for timber provision must be balanced
against the opportunities for reducing the visual impact of the plantations on the
landscape and for large-scale restoration of open moorland habitats, as well as the
continued provision of red squirrel reserves. There are opportunities to reduce soil
erosion, conserve the area’s distinctive archaeology and heritage assets, and
reinforce landscape character by reversion of arable land to permanent grassland,
particularly where sandy soils are being cultivated on scarp and dip slopes,
although this will need to be balanced against future demand for food provision.
One of the greatest challenges will be increasing the provision of renewable energy
while preserving the open vistas and distinctive skylines.

Conserving and interpreting the historic landscapes which often contain
evidence of multi-period occupation, recognising the exceptionally high potential
in this area for identifying further archaeological evidence of settlement and use,
and encouraging further research to identify these.

Continuing to promote access to and interpretation of the iconic
landmarks such as Alnwick Castle and the ‘cup and ring’ marked stones which
contribute greatly to sense of history and place.

Encouraging sympathetic land management and use to protect the wealth
of archaeological ground features from damage, in particular ensuring that farming
and forestry operations do not cause damage and recognise the potential for as
yet undiscovered archaeology, controlling encroachment by bracken and scrub and
damage by burrowing rabbits, and reducing grazing pressures.

Managing, conserving and restoring the parklands associated with
large estates such as Alnwick Castle, Cragside and Chillingham with its iconic herd
of wild cattle, which are key components of the landscape, providing valuable
habitat and acting as important tourist attractions.

Encouraging the maintenance and restoration of drystone walls to
preserve the historic field patterns which are a mixture of medieval piecemeal
enclosure and regular enclosure from the 18th and 19th centuries, and
discouraging the proliferation of post-and-wire fencing which may lead to a loss of
enclosure pattern.

Encouraging the maintenance and restoration of Scheduled Monuments,
historic buildings and traditional farm buildings using locally quarried sandstone
(with slate roofs for buildings) and local building styles where possible, and
ensuring that new and redevelopments respect the historic settlement patterns
and reflect the local farmstead vernacular in terms of building materials, scale and
location. This will help the local economy by providing a market for local stone and
developing locally based skills.

Preserving and enhancing the historic settlement pattern of isolated
farmsteads, hamlets and small villages served by the main town of Alnwick and

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
Title
Source
Lead Organisation
Estimated Size
Geography
Project description

Partners
Timescale
Estimated project
cost
Funding sources
Identified need

Outcomes

Likelihood of
development
Next Steps
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smaller service centre of Rothbury, and ensuring that development in these and
other valley settlements remains contained and does not adversely impact upon
open countryside.

Seeking opportunities to improve access to key historic and geological
features, particularly where they act as local focal points and reinforce local
distinctiveness, and providing imaginative and clear interpretation to enhance the
public’s enjoyment and understanding of the area while managing this
sympathetically to avoid erosion or disturbance of wildlife
Low – currently no lead to take forward

Catchments in Trust - Wallington
National Trust
National Trust/EA
Wansbeck catchment
Improve the quality of water and wetlands, reduce flood risk to people and
property, and enhance biodiversity. More sustainable management of NT
landholdings
National Trust/EA
2017?

HLF - national
Climate change – flood risk
Modified river channels
Diffuse pollution
Poor water quality
Support sustainable farming practices
Improve habitat quality and diversity
Engage communities
Engage people with heritage
Enhance access to rivers and wetlands
Support sustainable water management
High – funding bid submitted

4.0 Landscape Delivery Maps
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4.0 Next Steps

Activity
Consolidate event and mapping information

Due by
Nov 2016

Produce interim report
Dec 2016
Hold workshop with Natural Environment Group (NEG) to drawn
out natural heritage priorities and need and to develop a project
schedule

Feb 2017

Tabulate project proposal and feasibility
Feb 2017
Final report
May 2017
Develop 2 side A4 promotional leaflet to inform wider
stakeholders and senior decision makers of the value
proposition of investing in project development

Summer 2017

Create an evaluation and review process for project schedule,
development and delivery

First annual review
due Feb 2018
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